Enhancing trust in scholarly publishing

DO YOU TRUST
YOUR SOURCES?
The scholarly reputation of thousands of academics and
institutions are at risk because of questionable
publication practices.
Our services allow you to check your references,
providing insight into potential questionable citations.

Our Solution

The Metadatabase Service

Fidelior™ is a digital service that
aims to enhance trust in scholarly
publishing by providing a solution
that tackles the growing problem
of predatory journals and
questionable publishing.

Fidelior™ has developed a unique service that can
check references across multiple recognised journal
sources and flag those that are considered questionable or untrustworthy.

Fidelior™ flags questionable and
untrustworthy journals to help
users conduct their own due
diligence. The service also reports
on reputable titles included in
submitted references.
Visit our Resources page for
guidance and demo videos
www.fidelior.com/resources/

Fidelior™’s propriety Metadatabase enables a user
to search over 274,000 records and 91,000+ journal
titles matched to more than 37 journal sources.
The service allows you to quickly scan a manuscript,
publication or reference list and receive a report
which flags questionable journal titles.
The report helps authors, reviewers and editors to
make informed decisions, based on their own due
diligence assessment, regarding the quality of the
references they use.

Enhancing trust in scholarly publishing

Search Journal Titles
The Journal Search Tool provides
basic functionality to search and
browse the Fidelior™ Metadatabase.
It allows a user to search according
to a Journal Title or ISSN number.

Upload manuscripts
The Citation Report Tool automates
the current manual process of
checking references across multiple
recognised journal sources and flag
those that are potentially
questionable.

About Fidelior
Fidelior™ is one of the trading platforms for Iontaofa Intelligence Ltd, a
start-up registered in Ireland, with a team of over 12 experts, from Belgium,
Ireland, South Africa and the UK.
Fidelior™ is a member of Scale Ireland
www.scaleireland.org
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